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Forest areas are often seen as recreational assets. Therefore, many countries, 

including Thailand, have made considerable efforts to protect forests, using several forms of 
conservation and protection such as national parks. National parks in Thailand are 
protected forest areas that contain natural resources, biodiversity and appealing scenery 
and landscapes, thus attracting tourism. Recreation and tourism clearly play an important 
role in the life of the national park, since most visitors cite scenery and landscape as their 
main reasons for visiting a national park. Recreational areas in the national park represent 
a wide variety of natural places and landscapes that enable activities such as camping, 
boating, walking, climbing and wildlife viewing. Recently, such recreational areas have 
been increasingly threatened and damaged by wildfires, resulting in a decline in 
tourism-related activities. Therefore, assessment of potential wildfire risk can prevent fire 
damage at these sites, contributing to the sustainability of national parks. The purpose of 
this study is firstly to assess wildfire risk and its corresponding risk levels by integrating 
the techniques of remote sensing and GIS, based on several factors associated with wildfire, 
and then to exploit the assessed wildfire risk to evaluate the wildfire risk at recreational 
sites. Data on various factors were analyzed from Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS and MODIS images 
(leaf fuel load and soil moisture), and were integrated with GIS data (slope, aspect, 
elevation, distance from roads and proximity to settlements) by using a GIS algorithm to 
establish a wildfire risk model for mapping wildfire-prone areas in Sri Lanna national park. 

The study was conducted in Sri Lanna national park during the dry season of 2015 in 
the dipterocarp and deciduous forests in which wildfire mostly occurs. The studies 
combined quantitative and qualitative methods, including remote sensing and GIS 
techniques, statistical analysis and field survey data to achieve the objectives of the study. 
The focus of the first chapter is on providing the background, objectives and outline of the 
dissertation. Chapter 2 focuses on the theoretical and conceptual framework used 
throughout the whole dissertation. Suitable definitions of assessment of wildfire risk and 
general concepts of remote sensing and GIS are given. In chapter 3, the background of the 
study area of Sri Lanna national park is described, including physical conditions, 
meteorological conditions, resources base and tourism/recreation in the park. 

The aim of chapter 4 is to map the spatial distribution of the leaf fuel load which is one 
of selected factors in the study. Field data were combined with remote sensing data from 
Landsat 8 OLI to generate an empirical model of leaf fuel load based on a regression 
approach for mapping the spatial distribution of leaf fuel load. Firstly, the capabilities of 
seven VIs extracted from Landsat 8 data were compared with regard to estimating leaf 
biomass, which is a parameter used in the leaf fuel load prediction model. The model 
contributes to the assessment of wildfire risk by identifying the spatial distribution of leaf 
fuel load for later use in the assessment of wildfire-prone areas. This study found that the 



NDVI had the strongest relationship with field leaf biomass and was appropriate for use in 
estimating the amount of leaf biomass. This relationship leads to the major finding that a 
seasonal NDVI for the normal and dry seasons can estimate the difference in the quantities 
of leaf biomass, thus establishing the missing leaf biomass that represents the quantity of 
dead leaves on the ground surface. In other words, the fuel load, derived from changes in 
leaf biomass, can be estimated based on differences between seasonal NDVIs.  

In chapter 5, the spatial distribution of soil moisture, which is one of wildfire risk 
factors in the study, was estimated, and the relationship between the estimated soil 
moisture and leaf fuel moisture in the field investigated, in order to examine the use of soil 
moisture data for wildfire risk assessment. Firstly, TVDI and NDDI were derived from 
Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS and MODIS data to establish an empirical model for soil moisture 
estimation based on field data and remote sensing data, using a regression approach. A 
possible adaptation and application of NDWI and LST was proposed for constructing a 
TVDI based on the similar design of the triangular NDVI-LST space. The findings were 
that a relationship defined by the NDWI-LST better fulfills the collinearity requirement of 
the theoretical TVDI than a relationship defined by the NDVI-LST. TVDI values predicted 
by the NDWI-LST are more accurate than those predicted by the NDVI-LST. A modified 
index, called TVDINDWI-LST, was applied with the NDDI to establish a regression model for 
soil moisture estimates. The major finding was that using both TVDINDWI-LST and NDDI 
together can improve the accuracy of soil moisture estimates. Lastly, the estimated soil 
moisture was found to have a positive correlation with leaf fuel moisture, suggesting that 
including soil moisture as a wildfire factor could improve wildfire risk assessment, since it 
acts as a proxy for fuel moisture. 

In chapter 6, the spatial distribution of wildfire risk is mapped by integrating remote 
sensing and GIS techniques for modeling and mapping wildfire risks, and the potential for 
fires at recreational sites is evaluated. At first, leaf fuel load and soil moisture as analyzed 
from chapter 4 and 5, respectively were rated with other factors (slope, aspect, elevation, 
distance from roads and proximity to settlements) to classify levels of wildfire sensitivity. A 
dNBR was used to rate wildfire sensitivity for subclasses of seven factors. Subsequently, all 
factors with differently rated subclasses were weighted using pairwise comparison to 
prioritize their importance with respect to wildfire occurrence. All weighted factors were 
later integrated to establish a GIS wildfire risk model. The main findings were that each 
subclass rated by the dNBR could be given a score for wildfire sensitivity. Leaf fuel load, 
weighted using a pairwise comparison matrix, is considered to be the most important factor 
for wildfires. In addition, the seven selected factors can be reliably used to assess the 
spatial distribution of wildfire risk because the model derived from these factors correctly 
classified 74.67% of wildfire instances. Finally, a map of wildfire risk zones produced from 
the model was overlaid with recreation sites in Sri Lanna national park, revealing that six 
of 22 recreational sites were at high risk from wildfires. 

In the final chapter, the conclusions and main research findings of each chapter as 
described above are summarized. The implication of this research is that the developed 
approach can detect wildfire risk in large-scale areas and assess the corresponding risk 
levels of different areas. The informative and visual analytical techniques of remote sensing 
and GIS can be applied to enhance assessment of wildfire risk and to evaluate risk at 
recreational sites in national parks. The approach forms an effective method which can be 
used to develop decision-support systems for local officials, planners or decision-makers 
concerned with wildfire. 
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